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Abstract: There is a possibility that spacetime itself is ultimately an
emergent phenomenon, a near-universal ”low-energy long-distance
approximation”, similar to the way in which fluid mechanics is the
near-universal low-energy long-distance approximation to quantum
molecular dynamics. If so, then direct attempts to quantize spacetime
are misguided— at least as far as fundamental physics is concerned.
In particular, this implies that we may have totally mis-identified the
fundamental degrees of freedom that need to be quantized, and even
the fundamental nature of the spacetime arena in which the physics
takes place. Based on this and other considerations, there has re-
cently been a surge of interest in the notion of energy-dependent and
momentum-dependent “rainbow” geometries. Motivations for such
a concept vary widely, from attempts at applying the renormaliza-
tion group to cosmology in the large, through to attempts at interpret-
ing the DSR models in terms of energy-dependent transformations on
phase space. All of these models suffer from the fact that there is con-
siderable disagreement and confusion as to what exactly an energy-
dependent “rainbow” geometry might actually entail.
In the present article I will not discuss these exotic ideas in any de-
tail, instead I will present two specific and concrete examples of sit-
uations where an energy-dependent “rainbow” geometry makes per-
fectly good mathematical and physical sense. These simple examples
will then serve as templates suggesting ways of proceeding in situa-
tions where the underlying physics may be more complex. The spe-
cific models I will deal with are (1) acoustic spacetimes in the presence
of nontrivial dispersion, and (2) a mathematical reinterpretation of
Newton’s second law for a non-relativistic conservative force, which is
well-known to be equivalent to the differential geometry of an energy-
dependent conformally flat three-manifold.
These two models make it clear that there is nothing wrong with the
concept of an energy-dependent “rainbow” geometry per se. Whatever
problems may arise in the implementation of any specific quantum-
gravity-inspired proposal for an energy-dependent spacetime are re-
lated to deeper questions regarding the compatibility of that specific
proposal with experimental reality.
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Introduction
If the physical spacetime described by Einstein’s theory of gravity is “emer-
gent”, and one should be aware that this is a very big “if”, then the fun-
damental short-distance degrees of freedom can be radically different from
the long-distance “emergent” degrees of freedom [1, 2]. A prime exam-
ple of this type of behaviour is fluid mechanics where the short distance
physics (quantummolecular dynamics) is radically different from the long-
distance degrees of freedom (density and velocity fields) which appear in
the Euler and continuity equations. If a similar scenario holds for gravity,
then, just as one cannot hope to get quantum molecular dynamics from
quantizing fluid mechanics and the degrees of freedom appearing in the
Euler’s equation, one could not hope to get quantum gravity from quan-
tizing Einstein’s theory of gravity and the degrees of freedom appearing in
the Einstein equation (the metric, or tetrad). In fact the metric (or tetrad)
would lose their status as fundamental variables, being (like density and
velocity fields) only defined in some “mean field” sense once one averages
over appropriate microscopic degrees of freedom — whatever they might
turn out to be [1, 2].
We already have at least one very concrete and specific example of such a
behaviour in the “acoustic spacetimes” that emerge upon linearizing the
equations of (non-relativistic, irrotational, barotropic, inviscid) fluid dy-
namics [3, 4, 5, 6], and there are a large number of more general situations
in which “analogue spacetimes” can be constructed [7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13].
Once one attempts to generalize the acoustic spacetimes to nontrivial dis-
persion relations, where the phase and group velocities can differ and have
nontrivial energy and momentum dependence [10, 11, 12, 13], then one is
very naturally lead to one specific class of incarnations of the notion of
”rainbow geometry” [1]. Furthermore under a plausible set of working
hypotheses this class of “rainbow geometries” is remarkably similar to the
class naturally arising from “quantum gravity phenomenology” [1].
Further afield energy-dependent rainbow geometries are currently of in-
terest in cosmology, where a number of authors have tried to develop
the notion of a scale-dependent metric within the context of a renormal-
ization group flow on the space of all metrics. Very roughly speaking
the idea is that if one averages the spacetime geometry over a cosmo-
logically large length scale L, then the averaged metric gab(x, L) should
obey the Einstein equations for an effective scale-dependent Newton con-
stant GN(L), at least to lowest order in a curvature expansion based upon
the renormalization group [14, 15, 16, 17]. While “running” coupling con-
stants are well-understood in particle physics, the general relativity com-
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munity has traditionally been much more conservative when it comes to
considering a “running” Newton constant or a “running” cosmological
constant [18, 19, 20, 21, 22].
Even further afield, in some of the models loosely based on the ideas
of “doubly special relativity” (also called “distorted special relativity”,
and in either case abbreviated as DSR) there is a notion often called
“gravity’s rainbow” wherein at short distances (corresponding to indi-
vidual elementary particles) there is a feature that seems to imply that
different spacetime geometries are seen by particles of different energy-
momentum [23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32].
In many of these models there are a number of ambiguities (and depending
on one’s attitude, potentially significant controversies) that serve to con-
fuse the situation. In this article I hope to clarify the situation somewhat
by explicitly constructing a pair of elementary and pedagogically useful ex-
amples of energy-dependent “rainbow” geometries in physical situations
where all of the relevant physics is both well understood and straightfor-
ward. By doing so I hope ultimately to clarify the situation for the more
complicated situations arising in cosmology, DSR, and quantum gravity
phenomenology.
The two pedagogical models I will specifically deal with in this article are:
• Acoustic spacetimes with nontrivial dispersion relations [1].
• Newtonian mechanics reinterpreted as geodesic motion on an
energy-dependent conformally flat 3-manifold.
These two models will teach us slightly different things about what it
means to be a rainbow geometry, and hopefully will eventually lead us
to a useful abstract definition of rainbow geometry.
Acoustic rainbow geometries
The acoustic rainbow geometries are based on extensions of the following
rigorous theorem [1, 4, 5, 6]:
Theorem: Consider a non-relativistic irrotational, inviscid, barotropic per-
fect fluid, governed by the Euler equation, continuity equation, and an
equation of state. The dynamics of the linearized perturbations (sound
waves, phonons) is governed by a D’Alembertian equation
∆gΦ =
1√−g ∂a
(√−g gab ∂bΦ) = 0 (1)
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where gab is an (inverse) “acoustic metric” that depends algebraically on
the background flow one is linearizing around:
gab(t,~x) ≡ 1
ρ0 c0


−1 ... vj0· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
vi0
... (c20 δ
ij − vi0 vj0)

 . (2)
Here c0 is the (hydrodynamic) speed of sound given by c
2
0 = ∂p/∂ρ, while
ρ0 is the background density, and v0 is the background velocity of the fluid.

It is important to realise that this is a rigorous theorem of abstract
mathematical physics that leads to an a priori unexpected occurrence of
Lorentzian-signature spacetime in a fluid mechanical setting [1, 4, 5, 6].
The (covariant) acoustic metric is
gab(t,~x) ≡ ρ0c0


−(c20 − v20)
... −vj0· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
−vi0
... δij

 , (3)
and the “line element” can be written as
ds2 ≡ gab dxa dxb =
ρ0
c0
[
−c20 dt2 + (dxi − vi0 dt) δij (dx j − vj0 dt)
]
. (4)
The relevance to rainbow geometries comes once one replaces the hydro-
dynamic speed of sound c0 by any generalized wavenumber-dependent
notion of propagation speed. Specifically, replace the hydrodynamic speed
of sound by any one of:
c0 → c(k2)→


cphase(k
2);
cgroup(k2);
cgeometric(k
2) =
√
cphase(k2) cgroup(k2);
csignal.
(5)
Here we define the signal speed by [33]
csignal,1 = lim
k→∞
cphase(k
2), (6)
if we wish to focus on the propagation of discontinuities, and by
csignal,2 = max
k
cgroup(k
2), (7)
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if we wish to focus on information transfer via wave packets.
The point now is that these generalized wavenumber-dependent versions
of acoustic geometry are all well-defined but distinct and convey different
information about the physics as one moves beyond the hydrodynamic
region [1]:
• The rainbow metric based on phase velocity contains information
about the dispersion relation.
• The rainbow metric based on group velocity contains information
about the propagation of wavepackets.
• The rainbowmetric based on the geometric mean of group and phase
velocities is in some sense the “best” local Lorentz approximation to
the dispersion relation — see further discussion below.
• The non-rainbow metric based on signal velocity contains informa-
tion about the overall causal structure.
Indeed if the signal velocity is finite then despite the complicated rainbow
metric the overall causal structure is similar to that of general relativity,
but with signal cones replacing light cones. If on the other hand the signal
speed is infinite then the overall causal structure is similar to that of New-
tonian physics, with a preferred global time. A secondary point to extract
from this discussion is that, in contrast to general relativity, rainbow space-
times are typically “multi-metric” with several different metrics encoding
different parts of the physics.
All in all, the present discussion is sufficient to guarantee the well-defined
mathematical and physical existence of at least one wide class of rainbow
geometries — it is not necessarily true that all rainbow geometries can be
put into this “acoustic” form, indeed the arguments in [1] identify at least
one slightly wider class of rainbow geometries inspired by quantum grav-
ity phenomenology — we could simply think of replacing δij ↔ hij in the
acoustic rainbow geometries, where hij is some Riemannian 3-metric.
The “geometricmean” rainbow geometry: The rainbow geometry based
on
cgeometric(k
2) =
√
cphase(k2) cgroup(k2) (8)
is perhapsmore unusual than the others. To see why this might be a useful
object to consider, write the dispersion relation in the form
(ω−~v ·~k)2 = cphase(k2) k2 = F(k2), (9)
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and now expand F(k2) as a function of k2 around some convenient refer-
ence point k2∗. Then
F(k2) = F(k2∗) + F′(k2∗) [k2 − k2∗] +O([k2 − k∗]2), (10)
which we can rewrite as
F(k2) =
{
F(k2∗)− F′(k2∗) k2∗
}
+ F′(k2∗) k2 +O([k2 − k∗]2). (11)
But
F′(k2∗) =
∂(ω2)
∂(k2)
∣∣∣∣
k2∗
=
ω
k
∂ω
∂k
∣∣∣∣
k2∗
= cphase(k
2∗) cgroup(k2∗). (12)
Furthermore, we can define a “mass term”
ω0(k
2∗) = F(k2∗)− F′(k2∗) k2∗ =
{
c2phase(k
2∗)− c2geometric(k2∗)
}
k2∗, (13)
and so write
(ω−~v ·~k)2 = ω0(k2∗) + c2geometric(k2∗) k2 +O([k2 − k∗]2). (14)
If we simply truncate the expansion, writing
(ω −~v ·~k)2 = ω0(k2∗) + c2geometric(k2∗) k2, (15)
then this is the best-fit “Lorentz invariant” dispersion relation that is tan-
gent to the full dispersion relation at k2∗. It is intriguing that it is this ge-
ometric mean velocity that seems to be governing the effective Hawking
temperature in recent numerical calculations by Unruh [34], which are a
natural extension of his earlier work in [35]. (Though in those calculations
ω0(k
2∗) does not seem to occur in any natural manner.)
The differential geometry of Newton’s second law
I will now change gear quite drastically, and in counterpoint present a
somewhat unusual route from Newton’s second law to Maupertuis’ vari-
ational principle, ending up with an energy-dependent conformally flat
three-geometry. More standard presentations of various parts of this anal-
ysis can be found in the textbooks [36, 37], and research articles [38, 39].
Consider Newton’s second law
~F = m ~a, (16)
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so that for a body subject to a “conservative” force field
m
d2~x
dt2
= −∂V(x)
∂~x
. (17)
Now suppose that you have good surveying equipment but very bad
clocks. So you can tell where the particle is, and its path through space,
but you have poor information on when it is at a particular point. Can you
reformulate Newton’s second law in such a way as to nevertheless be able
to get good information about the path the body follows?
Since (for simplicity) we are in Euclidean geometry we can adopt Cartesian
coordinates, and so we can write the distance travelled in physical space
as
ds =
√
d~x · d~x. (18)
Can we now find a differential equation for the unit tangent vector d~x/ds
(instead of the velocity d~x/dt)? By using the chain rule we find
d2~x
dt2
=
ds
dt
d
ds
[
ds
dt
d~x
ds
]
, (19)
which implies
d2~x
dt2
=
(
ds
dt
)2 [d2~x
ds2
]
+
1
2
[
d
ds
(
ds
dt
)2] d~x
ds
. (20)
Putting this into Newton’s second law
m
(
ds
dt
)2 [d2~x
ds2
]
= −∂V(x)
∂~x
− 1
2
m
[
d
ds
(
ds
dt
)2] d~x
ds
. (21)
Now let’s simplify this a little. From the conservation of energy we have
1
2
m
(
d~x
dt
)2
+V(x) = E. (22)
But this means (
d~x
dt
)2
=
(
ds
dt
)2
=
2[E−V(x)]
m
, (23)
so that Newton’s second law becomes (note that m drops out)
2[E−V(x)]
[
d2~x
ds2
]
= −∂V(x)
∂~x
− 1
2
[
d
ds
2[E−V(x)]
]
d~x
ds
. (24)
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This can be rewritten in terms of a projection operator as
d2~x
ds2
=
1
2
[
I − d~x
ds
⊗ d~x
ds
]
∂ ln[E−V(x)]
∂~x
. (25)
This completes the job of removing “time” from the equation of motion.
One now has an equation strictly in terms of position x and physical dis-
tance along the path s.
But now let’s go one step further and re-write this in terms of differential
geometry — you should not be too surprised to see a three-dimensional
conformally flat geometry drop out. To see this, consider a conformally
flat three-geometry with metric
gab = Ω
2(x) δab, (26)
and note that the geodesic equations are (in arbitrary non-affine parameter-
ization)
d2xa
dλ2
+ Γabc
dxb
dλ
dxa
dλ
= f (λ)
dxc
dλ
, (27)
where (with indices being raised and lowered using the flat metric δab) we
have
Γabc = Ω
−1 {δabΩ,c + δacΩ,b − δbcΩ,a} . (28)
Now if we chose our parameter λ to be arc-length s, as measured by the flat
metric δab, then
δab
dxa
ds
dxc
ds
= 1, (29)
so that differentiating
δab
d2xa
ds2
dxb
ds
=
1
2
d
ds
[
δab
dxa
ds
dxb
ds
]
= 0. (30)
But this permits us to evaluate
f (s) = Γabc
dxa
ds
dxb
ds
dxc
ds
= [lnΩ],a
dxa
ds
, (31)
and consequently the geodesic equation in this particular parameterization is
d2xa
ds2
=
[
δab − dx
a
ds
dxb
ds
]
∂b lnΩ. (32)
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This is exactly the from of the equations previously derived for the path
of a particle subjected to Newton’s second law, provided we identify the
conformal factor as
Ω =
√
E−V(x). (33)
That is: the paths of particles subject to Newton’s second law follow
geodesics of the conformally flat three-geometry defined by
gab = [E−V(x)] δab (34)
If we denote “distance” as measured by this conformal metric as ℓ then we
have
dℓ2 = [E−V(x)] ds2. (35)
While we have completely eliminated time from the equation for the paths
there is very definitely a price to be paid—you now need to consider a sep-
arate geometry for each value of the energy. Minimizing the “distance” ℓ
is what is commonly called Maupertuis’ constant-energy variational prin-
ciple. (Though note that Landau and Lifshitz attribute this version of the
variational principle to Jacobi [36].) Also note that the classically forbidden
regions where E < V(x) have opposite signature (−−−) to the allowed re-
gions (+++) and correspond to an imaginary dℓ.
N-particle systems: Furthermore, for N coupled particles of mass mi
with ( i ∈ [1..n] ) Newton’s second law becomes the system of equations
mi
d2~xi
dt2
= −∂V(~x1, . . . ,~xN)
∂~xi
. (36)
It is easy to show that the paths swept out by this system of ODEs are
geodesics in a conformally flat 3N dimensional configuration space with
metric
dℓ2 = {E−V(~x1, . . . ,~xN)}
{
N
∑
i=1
mi ds
2
i
}
, (37)
where dsi is ordinary physical distance for the i’th particle. Note that we
now need to explicitly keep track of individual particles masses.
Generalized configuration manifolds: In an even more general context
where we have a mechanical system with N degrees of freedom, that has a
kinetic energy quadratic in velocities, we may write
L = 1
2
mij(q
k) q˙i q˙j −V(qk). (38)
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Here mij(q) is the configuration-dependent “mass matrix”, and the q
k are
generalized coordinates (living in the configuration manifold M) that do
not need to have the physical interpretation of being particle positions. A
similar analysis to the above now yields an energy-dependent geometry
dℓ2 = gij(q
k) dqi dqj =
{
E−V(qk)
}
mij(q
k) dqi dqj, (39)
that lives on the classically accessible submanifold,
M(E) =
{
qk : E > V(qk)
}
, (40)
of the original configuration manifoldM =M(∞).
Geodesic deviation: Now consider two initially parallel curves, in the 1-
particle case, both corresponding to individual particles of energy E, sepa-
rated by ∆xa(s). Then by considering the difference of two geodesic equa-
tions we see that their separation grows according to the rule
d2∆xa
ds2
=
1
2
[
δab − dx
a
ds
dxb
ds
]
∂b∂c ln[E−V(x)] ∆xd(s). (41)
But this is now easily turned into a statement about the focussing effect of
the Riemann tensor,
d2∆xa
ds2
= Rabcd
dxb
ds
dxd
ds
∆xc(s), (42)
with the Riemann tensor for the conformally flat 3-geometry being
Rabcd = −2
{
ga[d Rc]b + gb[c Rd]a
}
− R ga[cgd]b. (43)
The Ricci tensor is given by
Rab =
1
2
∂a∂bV
E−V +
3
4
∂aV ∂bV
(E−V)2 + δab
{
1
2
∇2V
E−V +
1
4
∂cV ∂
cV
(E−V)2
}
, (44)
while the Ricci scalar is
R = 2
∇2V
E−V +
3
2
∂cV ∂
cV
(E−V)2 . (45)
The formalism has straightforward generalizations to multi-particle sys-
tems and mechanical systems with general quadratic kinetic energies.
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Optical–mechanical analogy: There is of course a deep relationship be-
tween the differential geometric formulation above, Fermat’s principle of
minimum time, and the optical-mechanical analogy often used in situa-
tions where index-gradient methods are useful. If the refractive index is a
function of position, then it is well known that the path of a light ray can
be determined by minimizing the optical distance
ℓ =
∫
n(x) ds. (46)
This is certainly equivalent to dealing with a conformally flat 3-geometry
but the major difference here is that there is no simple way to turn Fer-
mat’s principle directly into a energy-dependent differential geometry, at
least not without going all the way back to Newton’s equations to cook up
a specific mechanical system that effectively mimics the refractive index
n(x). This is often the main task in developing a specific instance of the
optical-mechanical analogy [38, 40, 41, 42, 43].
Discussion
The acoustic rainbow geometries and the differential geometric version
of Newton’s second law have the great virtue that all relevant physics is
clearly completely under control. Thus they provide an existence proof for
the notion of an energy-dependent geometry, without the additional the-
oretical complications inherent in the running cosmology, DSR, or quan-
tum gravity phenomenology frameworks. When it comes to the notion of
a scale-dependent running metric in cosmology, or an energy-dependent
metric in DSR, or in quantum gravity phenomenology, these present toy
models make it clear that it is not the kinematics of single-particle motion
in an energy-dependent spacetime that is in any way questionable. The
technical difficulties lie at a deeper level. Specifically:
• Multi-particle kinematics: In the Newton law scenario multi-particle
kinematics was best dealt with by going to a 3N dimensional con-
figuration space. This would be extremely unnatural in the context
of general relativity, both mathematically and physically. Observa-
tionally the various Eo¨tvo¨s-inspired experiments now verify the uni-
versality of free fall to at least one part in 1013. The standard way of
building this observational fact into general relativity [and any plau-
sible extension of general relativity] is via the Einstein equivalence
principle wherein one explicitly enforces “one spacetime for all in-
dividual particles”, not one (nonlocal?) spacetime based on the con-
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figuration space. While as we have seen in the current article, there
is nothing particularly radical in the proposal of using an energy-
dependent geometry per se, there are real and fundamental experi-
mental issues that must be addressed when it comes to positing an
energy-dependent extension for general relativity.
• Geometrodynamics: There is a whole additional level of complexity
that comes in to play when one wishes to ascribe a spacetime dy-
namics to the energy-dependent geometry. In DSR-inspired “grav-
ity’s rainbow” scenarios [23] this would seem to require an extension
of the Einstein equations (and indeed an extension of the entire no-
tion of spacetime curvature) onto the entire tangent bundle, typically
with the individual tangent spaces becoming curved manifolds in
their own right. In “running cosmology” scenarios there is the del-
icate question of exactly what renormalization point to pick when
solving the FRW equations for the universe as a whole. Should we
(self-consistently?) pick the Hubble scale L = c/H0? Or the scale
defined by the space curvature? Or something else?
It is these harder problems that must be confronted when trying to make
sense of more complicated specific models built on the notion of an energy-
dependent spacetime.
Independent of the questions raised by these more complicated models,
the energy-dependent acoustic geometries and energy-dependent confor-
mal geometry implicit in Newton’s second law are of interest in their own
rights, both as a simple illustration of the mathematical formalism of dif-
ferential geometry, and as a different and unusual way of looking at wave
propagation and classical mechanics.
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